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Abstract

The image obtained by the detection of backscattered electrons (BSE) becomes an indispensable complement to the correct interpretation and more precise reconstruction of the surface of the specimen and its material composition. The BSE are carriers of information which is dependent on their angular and energy distribution. The choice of a certain type of BSE and their efficient detection make it possible to record the desired information with a different grade of quality. The knowledge of the angular and energy distribution of BSE is necessary for the adjustment of the correct position of the BSE detector with regard to the specimen and for its optimum geometrical configuration. The directional detection of a limited number of the BSE selected according to their angle and energy makes high demands on the efficiency of the detector. The paper presents BSE detectors based on single crystal aluminium oxides of YAG and YAP. Their spectral characteristics, time characteristics, detection quantum efficiency, electron resistance and mechanical, temperature and vacuum properties satisfy all demands of electron microscopy. The number of differently modified BSE detectors with single crystal scintillators allow application of various detection techniques, recording of different contrast mechanisms, combination of different detection modes (simultaneous detection), achievement of a high resolution of the BSE image.

The paper reviews some 180 published papers by other authors. Their findings and the present author's experimental results have formed the basis for backscattered electron imaging using single crystal scintillator detectors.
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Introduction

The most wide-spread mode of detection in SEM is the detection of secondary electrons (SE) by means of the scintillator photomultiplier detector according to Everhart-Thornley (1960). Though this detector detects mostly SE, a great deal of information is supplied by backscattered electrons (BSE) by their direct impact on the scintillator or as a result of their collisions with the walls of the specimen chamber and the pole piece through the mediation of SE III electrons (Everhart et al. 1959, Seiler 1966, Moll et al. 1978, Moncrieff and Barker 1978). Even when SE III is eliminated with the help of energy filters or a BSE absorption plate (Peters 1982a, 1982b) the effect of BSE cannot be fully suppressed, because there still is an SE II component due to the backscattering events in the specimen surface (Robinson 1974a). A great deal of information in the SE image is thus provided by backscattering events. There are several ways of suppressing the influence of backscattering on the SE image (Peters 1982b, 1985). The outcome is mostly detection of SE I resulting only from the interaction of primary electrons (PE) with the specimen. The resolution of the SE image is determined by the mean escape depth of the SE (Everhart and Chung 1972) and the diameter of the incident beam. The exit position of SE I and SE II on the surface of the specimen has been visualised with the help of the emission microscope method by Hasselbach (1971,1978) and Hasselbach and Rieke (1982).

Contrary to the SE, the BSE have a source volume with a depth of about half the penetration depth of the primary beam. Nevertheless, some authors (Ong 1970a, Robinson 1974b, Crewe and Lin 1976, Möll et al. 1978, Gedcke et al. 1978) demonstrate experimental results from which high resolution of the BSE image is evident. The BSE provide information useful for the resolving power (energy low-loss BSE) (Wells 1971, 1975, Wells et al. 1973) and they are capable of producing contrast modes such as topography (Kimoto and Hashimoto 1968, Reimer and Volbert 1980a, 1980b), atomic number (Robinson 1974b, 1975), internal magnetic fields (contrast type II) (Fathers et al. 1973a, b, Yamamoto et al. 1976, Wells 1978), crystal
orientation and channeling patterns (Coates 1967, 1969, Venables and Harland 1973, Venables and Jim-Juya 1977). For the recording of these contrast mechanisms, characteristic properties of BSE are utilized, especially their emission in all directions (Niedrig 1978a, 1978b, 1981), remarkable experimental and instrumental results were presented Robinson (1975), Newbury (1977), Reimer (1978), Wells (1979), Lange et al. (1984), Chapman and Morrison (1984), Reimer and Riepenhausen (1985). All these papers give numerous references. Excellent reviews of BSE detection were written by Wells (1977), Robinson and George (1978), Reimer and Riepenhausen (1985). All these papers give numerous references. Excellent reviews of BSE detection were written by Wells (1977), Robinson and George (1978), Reimer and Riepenhausen (1985). New developments in backscattered electron imaging were described by Niedrig (1988).

This paper gives a review of BSE detection systems which take advantage of individual properties of single crystal scintillators.

**Why detect BSE?**

The reasons for the continuously increasing interest in BSE detection are the different features of the BSE and SE images. The information provided by the BSE image is different from that of the SE image. Single crystal scintillator BSE detectors show a good signal-to-noise ratio, fast-time response, high electron radiation resistance, temperature resistance, suitability for work in UHV, etc. These properties create conditions for obtaining a BSE image of a higher quality than before. The progress in the solid state semiconductor technology made it possible to enlarge the bandwidth and to improve the low energy sensitivity of semiconductor detectors. The BSE image has become an indispensable complement to the SE image of every SEM. In the following, the features of the BSE image are reviewed.

1. The BSE image can show material contrast. The highly sensitive wide angle annular BSE detector with a YAG scintillator is capable of resolving the difference of the mean atomic number 0.07 for elements with the atomic number of about 30. The highest material contrast is produced by BSE with a high energy loss, i.e., by BSE which are scattered by a perfectly polished specimen in a direction approximately opposite to that of the incident primary electron beam. The emission contrast achieved using the BSE wide angle annular detector with an angle collection of 2π or is a mixture of material and topographic contrast. The possibilities of achieving high resolution of either type of contrast are restricted. The precondition for high resolution of the material or topographic contrast is the so-called collection contrast, i.e., contrast produced by the BSE with similar energy and angular distribution detected within a small angle of collection. Owing to the small number of electrons detected within the small angle of collection high demands are made on the detection quantum efficiency of the BSE detector. This requirement is best satisfied by the BSE detector based on single crystal scintillators. The material contrast can be utilized not only for material analysis, but also for the determination of the information depth of one material under the surface of another. The material contrast is of considerable importance to investigations of biological specimens marked with colloidal gold.

2. The BSE image with topographic contrast can be obtained using the detector in the low take-off angle position or using the technique of energy low-loss BSE detection with energy filtering or without it. Using energy filtering it is possible to achieve a high resolution of the image. Another technique of imaging the topographic contrast is the subtraction of the BSE signals obtained from two or more detectors.

3. By means of BSE it is possible to also record other contrast mechanisms, such as type-2 magnetic contrast and channeling contrast.

4. The BSE scintillation or semiconductor detector above the specimen can be used to record an electron channeling pattern (ECP) or by the combination of vertically positioned screen the record of the simultaneous channeling contrast and EBSD is possible.

5. Edge brightness does not occur in the BSE image. A BSE detector placed above the specimen does not detect forward scattered primary electrons that produce an image with a greatly reduced edge signal. The BSE image shows more details at the edges of a specimen.

6. Compared to the SE image, the BSE image of non-conducting specimens is affected by charging to a smaller degree. The non-conducting specimen still charges, but the BSE detector does not detect this, so that the BSE image shows less charging artefacts than the SE image. As, however, Hasselbach (1988) showed, the scanning electron beam is deflect towards the positive charge. The electrostatic field around the specimen can unfavorably affect the image quality, especially from the viewpoint of resolution. Nevertheless, the BSE image of non-conducting specimens provides more details of the surface than the SE image, as e.g. Robinson (1987a) and Autrata (1984) showed.

**Scope of this Paper**

The aim of this paper is to present a more general view of methods of BSE detection, but it is not possible to deal with every topic in detail. Many papers have been devoted to BSE detection and a review paper of this size cannot cover all aspects of the problem. The physical mechanism of backscattering was discussed in detail by Niedrig (1978a, 1978b, 1981), remarkable experimental and instrumental results were presented Robinson (1975), Newbury (1977), Reimer (1978), Wells (1979), Lange et al. (1984), Chapman and Morrison (1984), Reimer and Riepenhausen (1985). All these papers give numerous references. Excellent reviews of BSE detection were written by Wells (1977), Robinson and George (1978), Reimer and Riepenhausen (1985). This paper gives a review of BSE detection systems which take advantage of individual properties of single crystal scintillators.
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7. The BSE image does not suffer so much from contamination effect as the SE image does. Owing to their high energy, the BSE can penetrate the contamination layer without impairing the image quality.

Physical principles of backscattering from the viewpoint of their application to the design of BSE detectors and to BSE imaging

Analyses of types, forms, and principles of electron backscattering were made by Everhart (1960), Cosslett and Thomas (1964, 1966), Archard (1961), Murata et al. (1971), Murata (1974, 1976), Niedrig (1978a, 1978b, 1981), Robinson (1975), Reimer and Tollkamp (1980), Herrmann and Reimer (1984), Reimer et al. (1986). In order to penetrate into the problem, let us pay attention to the principles the knowledge of which is important for BSE imaging and for the design of the BSE detectors.

Types of backscattered electrons

The BSE can be considered simply from the viewpoint of their energy or from the viewpoint of their angular distribution. According to the former view, BSE are elastically scattered electrons which are characteristic of few collisions inside the specimen and of a low loss of their energy, and elastically scattered electrons which show a loss of energy which amounts to several percent in the dependence on the atomic number of the specimen. According to the latter view BSE are the so-called forward scattered electrons, which are those PE which are scattered through less than 90° before emerging from the specimen, and the backward scattered electrons, which are those PE which are scattered through more than 90° before emerging from the specimen.

Coefficient of backscattering

The coefficient of backscattering \( \eta \) is one of the most important quantities utilizable for the detection of BSE. Above all, the dependence of \( \eta \) on the atomic number \( Z \) of the specimen is important. It characteristically rises with increasing \( Z \) (Colby 1969). Reimer and Tollkamp (1980) determined \( \eta \) by measuring the BSE current using a collector. The experimentally obtained values for \( \eta \) reported by different authors (Reimer 1973, Cosslett and Thomas 1964, Bishop 1966, 1967) differ and do not always correspond to the evaluation by the Monte Carlo method after Kotera et al. (1981). There does not exist a complete theory for the \( \eta \) value so far. The evaluation of the Rutherford model of single scattering (Everhart 1960) or double scattering (Nedl 1962), or the diffusion models (Archard 1961), are only rough approximations. As reported by Heinrich (1981), the existing deviations from the monotonous course \( \eta(Z) \) (which are difficult to measure owing to irregularities of the surface, even in the case of perfectly polished specimens) and the orientation anisotropy of the coefficient \( \eta \) (Reimer et al. 1971, Drescher et al. 1974) are obstacles for precise determination of the mean \( Z \) from the known BSE signal. The problem of the material analysis based on the measurement of the atomic number of the specimen from the \( \eta(Z) \) 'dependence was also considered by Ball and McCartney (1981), Hall and Lloyd (1981), Marquis (1981), Robinson et al. (1984), and Robinson (1987b). The following dependences of \( \eta \) can also be used with advantage for the detection of BSE.

- \( \eta \) increases with increasing tilt angle of the specimen and with increasing film thickness of the specimen, if the specimen is not a bulk specimen (Kanter 1957, Drescher et al. 1970).

For a certain film thickness and a certain tilt, \( \eta \) approaches the values of a bulk specimen.

- For bulk specimens \( \eta \) is approximately independent of PE energy in the range 5-100 keV (Drescher et al. 1970). McAffee (1976) reports that in the range of PE energies of 1 to 3 keV the differences in \( \eta \) values do not exceed 5%. In the range of electron energies below 5 keV, \( \eta \) decreases for high \( Z \) and increases for low \( Z \) with decreasing energy of PE (Reimer and Tollkamp 1980). The dependence of \( \eta \) on PE energy was confirmed by Monte Carlo calculations (Ladding and Reimer 1981, Reimer and Ladding 1984). For thin film specimens \( \eta \) increases with the increasing energy of PE (Niedrig and Sieber 1971).

Angular distribution

The knowledge of the angular distribution of BSE is important not only for the three-dimensional reconstruction of the profile of the specimen surface, but also for the determination of the detector configuration, and the size and localization of the scintillator in the specimen chamber of the microscope. Because of the straight trajectories of BSE, the contrast depends on the position of the detector. The electrons reflected in a smaller solid angle about the axis of PE provide information on material contrast, those reflected in a larger solid angle give information on the topographic contrast (Wells 1978, 1979). The BSE reflected at a large angle by a tilted specimen, the so-called low-loss electrons carrying information with high resolution, were described by Wells (1972a,b, 1974, 1975, 1978).

According to the papers published by Kanter (1957), Reimer (1979), but especially according to the excellent paper presented by Reimer et al. (1978) which rotated the detector with a small solid angle of collection \( \Omega \) and varying take-off direction \( \xi \) at a different specimen tilt angle (Reimer and Rispenshagen 1985, Reimer et al. 1986), the angular distribution of BSE normal incidence \( \psi = 0 \) can be described by Lambert's cosine law:

\[
\frac{d\eta}{d\Omega} = \eta / \pi \cos \xi
\]

which results in a circle when plotting, \( d\eta /d\Omega \) versus \( \xi \) in a polar diagram. There exist certain deviations for thin films of specimens with low atomic numbers, or low PE energies as shown by Monte Carlo calculations (Ladding and Reimer 1981). For bulk specimens, \( d\eta /d\Omega \) depends on the atomic number. For \( \psi > 0 \) the angular characteristics still show a Lambert's distribution for take-off angles \( \xi < 90^\circ \) (Reimer et al. 1984). This part of the angular distribution remains
constant in magnitude for tilt angles $\varphi < 50^\circ$. For larger $\varphi$ this part decreases in magnitude because a large fraction of the electrons is backscattered into the maximum of the angular characteristic. If the detector lies in this direction, the material contrast disappears, but a very strong topographic contrast appears. This is the reverse of the conditions found with normal beam incidence ($\varphi = 0$) and a high take-off angle $\xi$ when most of the detected BSE have scattering angles $\vartheta = 180^\circ$.

The previously published results of experimental measurements of $d\eta /d\Omega$ (Seidel 1969, Hohn 1977) and the numerically evaluated diagrams (Murata et al. 1971, Murata 1973) were made in the meridian plane. Reimer and Riepenhausen (1985) carried out measurements of angular distribution of BSE in the azimuth plane designated by the azimuth angle $\chi$. Since the knowledge of the reflection maximum of BSE for specimens tilted at different angles $\varphi$ is in both planes very important for detector localization, we made measurements of the angular distribution of BSE using a method similar to that described by Reimer et al. (1978). We replaced the scintillator by a solid-state semiconductor detector with a solid angle of collection as small as $1.10^{-3}$ to $1.10^{-4}$ sr. A stage goniometer was used to rotate the detector. The specimen was held in a stationary position. The measurement results for the azimuth plane $\chi_0$ of positive direction are given in Fig. 1, those for the meridian plane in Fig. 2. (Schematic diagram of the angles is represented in Fig. 3.) The values of the signal were corrected for the increase in $\eta$ dependent on the tilt angle. It is obvious from Fig. 1 that the scattering of BSE decreases in the positive direction of the azimuth $\chi_0$ with the increasing specimen tilt. For $\varphi = 70^\circ$, the scattering angle $\vartheta$ is approximately $50^\circ$ in the positive direction and $50^\circ$ in the negative direction. If in the ideal case the angle of collection $\Omega$ is to approach the angle of scattering $\vartheta$, then the detector bow must be adapted to the angle of scattering $\vartheta = 105^\circ$. This value in the azimuth plane is relatively high and implies that a scintillator of 20 mm diameter should be placed at a distance of 10 mm from the place on which PE are incident on the specimen. This distance is critically small, especially if specimens of larger sizes are used which obstruct localization of the detector. If the detector is positioned at a greater distance from the specimen, the BSE scattered within a larger solid angle are not detected by the detector. From the viewpoint of the signal the situation is not critical, because the number of the electrons scattered in a larger angle is not high. For $\varphi = 70^\circ$ in the meridian plane (Fig. 2), the angle of scattering $\vartheta$ is delimited by the sides of the angles $\xi_1 = 105^\circ$ and $\xi_2 = 150^\circ$, so that it is about $45^\circ$. This value is half that obtained for the azimuth plane. The shape of the cloud of BSE scattered by the tilted specimen, $\varphi = 50^\circ$ to $60^\circ$, resembles a cone (Fig. 3) with an elliptic
Fig. 3. Model representation of the BSE cloud emerging from the specimen tilted at $\varphi = 70^\circ$.

Base. The base area and the height change with the changes in specimen tilt.

The knowledge of the angular distribution of BSE and of the detector position allows selection of the BSE image of certain character as will be discussed below.

Energy distribution

The knowledge of the energy distribution of BSE is necessary for the optimization of the detector configuration which allows us to obtain information dependent on the magnitude of the loss of BSE energy. The process of electron backscattering with regard to BSE energy properties were described by Kulenkampff and Spyra (1954), Everhart (1960), Archard (1961), Nachodkin et al. (1964), Thümmler (1974), Wells (1972b, 1974), McAffee (1976) and Niedrig (1981). The energy distribution of BSE simulated by the Monte Carlo method was described by Shimizu et al. (1972), Murata (1973), Kotera et al. (1981).

The energy distribution of electrons was mostly studied using the method of retarding the electrons after they have passed through metal foils of different thicknesses (Cosslett and Thomson 1964). A great number of relations have been derived for electron losses in the mass, but none of them gives a true picture of the actual state. For example, William’s law is valid only for a narrow range of atomic numbers, and Thompson-Widdington’s law shows deficiencies in nonlinear courses which differ from the Bethe (1930) courses. The process of scattering and retarding PE in the mass is very complex and the individual methods excellently surveyed by Niedrig (1981) do not allow a full description of the problem. Numerical Monte Carlo calculations (Bishop 1966, Murata et al. 1971), Murata (1973), Joy (1988) which consider the behavior of one electron with all possible collisions are more exact. They have, however, certain limitations, because they are based on laws which have some of the above shortcomings.

From this it follows that in practice the design of an efficient scintillator detector cannot be based on the theoretical models, but must be based on the experiment. In this respect it is possible to make use of the results of Wells (1971, 1973, 1979), Kulenkampff and Spyra (1954), Kulenkampff and Ruttiger (1958), Matsukawa et al. (1974) and Chui (1977). They measured by means of filtration the energy distribution of BSE for various metals and plotted diagrams which are in accordance with the experiment, but which do not agree with the theory. For example, curves calculated by the Monte Carlo method lie higher than the experimentally obtained ones, especially for higher energies and heavier chemical elements. We concentrated in our experiments above all on the dependence of the energy distribution of BSE on the specimen tilt so that we could choose the optimum position of the detector not only according to the angular distribution of the BSE, but also according to their energy. Above all, it was necessary to verify the distribution of BSE, as far as energy is concerned, within the angle corresponding to the maximum of their reflection which is the optimum position of the detector from the viewpoint of the angular distribution.

A scheme of the measuring device is shown in Fig. 4. It consists of two scintillation BSE detectors, of which one (detector I) is equipped with a three-grid energy filter and the other (detector II) is fixed below the pole piece (to allow detection of high take-off angle electrons).

Fig. 4. Scheme of the measuring arrangement for BSE energy filtration (sc — scintillator, lg — light guide).

The position of detector I can be changed with respect to the specimen as desired. The energy resolution of the filter used amounted to 2%. The two detectors allowed two images to be obtained simultaneously. By switching on the filter of detector I it was possible to obtain a third image as a consequence of energy filtration of BSE with an arbitrary take-off angle $S$. Fig. 5 shows curves of energy distribution (BSE rate versus BSE energy) for two take-off angles and for a specimen tilt angle $\varphi = 50^\circ$. Curve 2 corresponds to a take-off angle $S = 50^\circ$ (from the PE axis), curve 1 to a take-off angle $S = 120^\circ$, at which, according to Fig. 2, the maximum reflection of BSE occurs. Curve 1 clearly shows that at this angle the maximum reflection of BSE is associated with the minimal energy loss.
The results of the energy measurements are given in Figs. 6a,b. As sample an aluminum foil was used, coated with a 30 nm thick Al₂O₃ layer and a 10 nm thick Au layer. From the reverse side a hole was etched in the aluminum foil, and from this direction the Al₂O₃ layer was coated with a 2 µm thick carbon film. Fig. 6a was obtained using an energy filter under the conditions \( \phi = 70°, \xi_p = 20°, E_M (\text{BSE energy controlled by grid voltage } M) = 0.96 E_0, E_0 = 20 \text{ keV}, \) and represents the low-loss image according to Wells (1975, 1979). The good topography and the zero material contrast prove that BSE are emitted from the Au layer or the Al₂O₃ layer and represent information sources carrying high resolution. In Fig. 6b the specimen is in the same position, but the detector is in a position nearly perpendicular to the specimen surface (\( \xi_p = 90° \)). In the absence of filtration voltage the detector largely detects energy high-loss BSE. The image of the hole in material contrast and the poor topography prove that the information is carried by BSE coming from the depth corresponding to the thickness of the aluminum oxide layer, the carbon layer or from even greater depth.

If the specimen tilt angle is decreased from 70° to 50°, the PE can penetrate deeper into the specimen, but higher energy losses occur. An increase in PE energy from 20 keV to 25 keV has the same effect. If the percentual loss of the energy of the BSE incident upon the scintillator is maintained the same, we obtain an image as shown in Fig. 7a. Compared to Fig. 6a, the image shows already some low material contrast. If other conditions of energy filtration remain the same as for Fig. 6a, the contours of the material can be explained by the increase in the energy of PE and by the greater depth of penetration of PE into the specimen due to the lower \( \phi \). If no filtration of the energy of BSE is carried out and the specimen is in the same position, we obtain an image as shown in Fig. 7b. Curve 1 in Fig. 5 (obtained for \( E_0 = 20 \text{ keV} \), but for \( E_0 = 25 \text{ keV} \) its course is not much different) indicates that the maximum rate of BSE lies in the range \( E_M \geq 0.8 E_0 \). This means that electrons with energy losses as high as 20 % of their initial energy are detected. The BSE come from a depth greater than the thickness of the Au film (10 nm) or the thickness of the aluminum oxide film (30 nm). This manifests itself in the material contrast to which the carbon coated bottom of the hole contributes. The energy...
low-loss BSE produce the topographic relief and the higher-loss BSE the material contrast in the image. If the detector is shifted to a higher take-off angle position $\xi_p$ and if no filtration of energy is carried out, only a more marked material contrast is achieved as a result of the smaller tilt of the specimen and the higher energy of PE (compare Figs. 7c and 6b).

The aim of our experiments was to find out the difference between the low-loss images obtained with and without an energy filter, and to use a single crystal scintillator detector in this configuration. As already reported by Wells (1970) the low loss image shows a high topographic contrast if an energy filter is used. A BSE image obtained with a detector without an energy filter in the low take-off angle position shows on all topography, but under certain conditions ($E_p$, $\Psi$, $\Omega$) BSE with a certain loss of energy contribute to the material contrast (especially if a larger angle of collection $\Omega$ is used).

Resolution of the BSE image

The resolution of the BSE image is often the matter at issue. Most authors base their analyses on the theoretical model of penetration of the primary electrons into the specimen. The Monte Carlo computation (Murata 1974, Niedrig 1978a,b, 1981) shows that typically 90% of the BSE emerge from an area of the surface whose diameter is about 0.3 of electron range. This varies with Z and beam energy $E_p$. On the other hand, the experimental results of some authors (Ong 1970b, Robinson 1974b, 1975, 1980, Robinson and George 1976, 1978, Lin and Becker 1975, Takahashi 1977) show that under certain circumstances the resolution of the BSE image from a solid specimen can be considerably better than the penetration depth of PE. Most BSE images are compared with SE images formed by all components of the SE signal, i.e., including the components SE-II and SE-III which arise mainly due to BSE. If we consider that the SE-II component emerging from a depth of 1-10 nm is generated by the BSE, the output area of SE-II equals the output area of the BSE. Thus, the higher resolution can unambiguously be attributed to SE-I. Therefore, if SE-II is not subtracted from the SE signal and SE-III eliminated, the capabilities of the SE and BSE modes are not comparable from the viewpoint of resolution.

In practice, the separation of the SE components is done only rarely, but as Peters (1982a, b) showed, this technique allows one to achieve resolution corresponding to the Gaussian distribution of the spot diameter. Recently, experimental results have been presented (technical literature by Hitachi, and Cambridge Instruments) according to which the resolution in the SE mode is higher than that evaluated for the Gaussian distribution of the spot diameter of PE and the resolution in the BSE mode is higher than that evaluated for the diameter of the interaction volume of PE. No precise explanation of this discordance has been given yet. According to the traditional view of the resolution of the BSE image, the higher resolution occurs if the effective interaction volume can in some way be made smaller than the total irradiated volume in the specimen. Therefore, the resolution depends not only on the electron optical properties of the microscope and the efficiency of the detection systems, but also on the specimen itself, its preparation, tilt, etc. According to, e.g., Murata et al. (1971), Murata (1976), and Wells (1971), the information depth considerably decreases with increasing specimen tilt.

From this it follows that when a comparison of SE and BSE images is made, it is always necessary to specify the type of SE and BSE detected, because this plays an important role in the physical interpretation of the results of imaging. The comparison of the SE image formed by all components (SE-I + SE-II + SE-III) and the BSE image without specification of angular and energy properties of the BSE is of limited significance only.

Some conditions of specimen preparation which are important for the achievement of high resolution of the BSE image were specified by Mc Mullan (1953), Stewart (1962), Ong (1970b), Watanebe (1972), Abraham and De Nee (1973, 1974), Crewe and Lin (1976), Lin and Becker (1975), Becker and De Bruyn (1976) and others, and were reviewed by Wells (1977, 1979).

We concentrated our attention on the reduction of SE-III. The amount of SE-III did not exceed 10% of the total SE signal. Compared to the SE image, the same or a higher resolution of the BSE image can be achieved under the following conditions:

1. A specimen with a very low atomic number Z is used (most biological specimens). Its surface is covered with a thin film of metal with a high Z. The BSE are emitted from only this film, because the bulk material of the specimen under this film has a very low coefficient of backscattering $\eta$. The resolution of the BSE image depends on the thickness of the thin film with high Z, on the energy of PE and on the difference of $\eta$ of the materials. The image of a biological specimen in the BSE mode (using universal BSE detector in middle take-off position) and in the SE-I + SE-II mode are presented in Fig. 8.

2. On the surface of the specimen with a low Z there will be some regions with a high Z or vice

![Fig. 8. Biological specimen (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) in (a) SE mode, (b) BSE mode.](image-url)
versa. This can be achieved by covering the specimen with a shadowing thin film of a material with a different Z or by producing chemical changes in the specimen or by marking the intrinsic material with particles of a metal with a different Z (Fig. 14). The image shows material contrast. The specimen illustrated in Fig. 9 - cracks in the Au Pd layer on the carbon foil - belongs also to this group. The BSE wide angle annular detector with the collection angle of about $2/3 \pi$ sr was used.

3. In the case of the single crystal specimens the BSE provide angular information with a high resolution as illustrated by ECPs in Fig. 10 in the SE-I + SE-II and BSE modes, respectively. The BSE were detected using the wide angle annular BSE detector with the collection angle of about $3/2 \pi$ sr.

4. For homogeneous specimens with average Z, the topographic details can be imaged with a resolution similar to that achieved by SE detection using the glancing angle of incidence of PE onto the specimen (Fig. 6). As Wells (1971, 1972a,b), Wells and Brummer (1970) showed, by detecting the energy low-loss BSE emerging from a small depth of the specimen it is possible to achieve resolution comparable with that of the SE image.

**Single crystal scintillators as detectors for backscattered electrons**

Detector philosophy

The BSE detector can be designed so that it detects the majority of the emitted BSE. Robinson (1974b) built a wide angle detector and designated its collection efficiency by $2 \pi$. He wrote about it: "All regions of the scintillator, which can see the specimen, contribute to the signal, although not in equal proportions" (Robinson 1987a). On the other hand, a selection of information can be made by detecting BSE in a certain direction (Wells 1970, 1974).

The philosophy of our work is based largely on the so-called directional detection, which means on the detection of the BSE emitted within certain solid angles or within a certain range of their energy.

The majority of the existing BSE detector systems aim to achieve the maximum collection efficiency which gives preconditions for a high signal-to-noise ratio. These are: annular solid state detectors according to Wolf and Everhart (1969), paired solid state detectors according to Kimoto et al. (1966), converted BSE detectors according to Moll et al. (1978), wide angle scintillator detectors according to Robinson (1974a, b), converted systems according to Reimer and Volbert (1980a, 1980b).

Only some authors aimed to select the BSE in a certain direction. Remarkable results were achieved with the low-loss detector using an energy filter according to Wells (1971, 1972a,b), Wells et al. (1973). A small solid angle detector which could be positioned at any take-off angle with respect to the specimen was used by Blaschke and Schur (1974), Wells (1978) and Reimer et al. (1978, 1986).

The BSE detectors of $2 \pi$ type collect at the zero tilt angle of the specimen majority of the emitted electrons, i.e., not only electrons which contribute to the material contrast, but also those with a lower loss of their initial energy which are the carriers of topographic information. These detectors have a high collection efficiency and a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio. They provide, however, cumulative topographic and material information.

The selection of a certain type of emitted BSE is, however, associated with a decrease in
the signal and with deterioration of the signal-to-noise ratio, because only a restricted number of BSE in the small collection solid angle is detected. The decreased signal-to-noise ratio can be balanced by increasing the sensitivity and trans­fer efficiency of the detector. Therefore, we set out to build detectors with maximum light output efficiency and geometrical variability capable to provide a sufficient signal when the BSE in the small collection solid angle are detected. In other words, we decided to prefer directional information of the BSE to cumulative information.

At present, there are two types of efficient detection systems - the solid state semiconductor and the scintillator photomultiplier. We preferred the latter, because it had lower noise, larger bandwith, sensitivity to low energies and made it possible to apply high voltage to its interaction surface.

The most important part of a well operating scintillator photomultiplier detector is an efficient scintillator. Plastic scintillators have a short lifetime and show rapid degradation of material after the impact of signal electrons (Pawley 1974), powder scintillators cannot be shaped, have low mechanical strength and limited lifetime. Therefore we concentrated our attention on the choice and implementation of an efficient scintillator (Autrata et al. 1984).

Scintillators

The scintillator photomultiplier detector consists of a scintillator, a light guide and a photomultiplier. All three parts must satisfy certain requirements, regardless of whether they form the Everhart-Thornley (1960) SE detector or a BSE detector. From the analysis of the scintillator photomultiplier detector made by Schauer and Autrata (1979) and from the behavior of individual components of the detector chain described by Baumann and Reimer (1981) and Comins and Thirlwall (1981) it has become obvious that the value of detection quantum efficiency (DQE coefficient) of the detector depends above all on the electron-photon energy transfer which takes place in the scintillator. Since this transfer must be rapid (if television frequencies are to be used), only the plastic scintillator or the P 47 powder scintillator can be used. But both materials show certain deficiencies when used for the BSE detectors.

Autrata et al. (1978) prepared single crystal scintillators based on yttrium aluminum garnet activated by trivalent cerium (YAG:Ce³⁺) and yttrium aluminium perovskite activated by trivalent cerium (YAP:Ce³⁺), respectively (Autrata et al. 1983a). Both types of single crystal scintillators meet all requirements of electron microscopy. Moreover, they can be shaped by cutting, grinding and polishing, and this is especially advantageous for the construction of BSE detectors. Their properties were described in detail elsewhere (Autrata et al. 1983b, 1983c).

Properties of YAG and YAP scintillators

Efficiency of electron - photon energy transfer

The absolute value of quantum efficiency of YAG:Ce³⁺ and YAP:Ce³⁺ single crystals has not been measured yet. Takeda et al. (1980) give 7% quantum efficiency for polycrystalline YAP (powdered), Bril et al. (1971) report 4% for polycrystalline YAG (powdered phosphor P 46) and Pawley (1974) 6 - 8% for powdered phosphor P 47.

Relative efficiency

The values quantum efficiency are not generally applicable, because the technologies of phosphor powders (but also of single crystal scintillators) are so different that phosphor of individual producers or even of the production batches of one producer can differ considerably. It is sufficient to make a relative comparison of the efficencies of scintillators prepared from these materials. The efficiency of P 47 phosphor (2 mg/cm², E₀ = 10 keV, I₀ = 500 pA by Riedel de Haen) proved comparable with the efficiency of the single crystal YAG or YAP plate of 0.7 mm thickness whose base facing the light guide is ground and the base hit by the incident electrons is provided with a reflecting aluminum layer (made by Monokrytal, Jurnov, Czechoslovakia). The relative efficiency of the scintillator depends not only on the technology of its preparation, but also on the conditions under which the light emerges. These conditions can be influenced by reflecting, antireflecting and diffusion layers or by crystals of different shapes from which light is coming in different direction and with different intensity. For example, the light output signal from the bottom base of the single crystal YAG disc is less than one half of the light output signal of a conical scintillator with an apical angle of 130° (Autrata and Mejzlik 1988a). From this it follows that it is not possible to compare efficiencies of the P 47 phosphor, plastic scintillator and YAG and YAP single crystals in general. It is always necessary to give the particular type of scintillator, its shape, the direction in which the light is measured, optical adaptations of the scintillator, etc.

Detective quantum efficiency

The detective quantum efficiency of the scintillator photomultiplier detector (primary beam is incident directly on the scintillator) is expressed by the ratio DQE = (S/N)² output / (S/N)² input (square of signal-to-noise ratio at detector output to square of signal-to-noise ratio at detector input). On the basis of the method suggested by Pawley (1974), an excellent analysis of this problem was made by Comins et al. (1974), Comins and Thirlwall (1981), Baumann and Reimer (1981), Thirlwall and Comins (1981) and Brown and Ward (1982) using the P 47 or the plastic scintillator. The DQE of the detector with the single crystal YAG scintillator in the form of a disc was measured by Autrata et al. (1983b) and Oatley (1985). The DQE values of about 0.8 (Autrata) and of about 0.7 (Oatley) at the primary beam energy of 10 keV are high compared to the P 47 scintillator. Nevertheless, it is not possible to compare absolute values of DQE, because they contain various errors in PMT characteristics and other measuring components. The comparing of the DQE values loses its importance. A better method of specifying the merits of the scintillator photomultiplier system is the measurement of the number of electrons per pulse reaching the first
The single crystal YAG or YAP scintillator performs two important functions simultaneously. It is an efficient source of the light signal in an appropriate wavelength region and a light guide which does not absorb light just in the wavelength region of its own emission. The absorption spectrum (Kvapil et al. 1980) of YAG shows a broad absorption band with its maximum at 460 nm and a narrow band at 340 nm. The absorption spectrum of YAP has only one absorption band lying at energies close below the absorption edge (260-330 nm). The emission spectrum of YAG shows a characteristic peak at 560 nm wavelength and that of YAP lies at the boundary of the ultraviolet and the visible spectrum region with a maximum at a wavelength of 378 nm and a half-width of 50 nm (Autrata et al. 1983c). For the design of the BSE detectors it is very important to know the value of the so-called self-absorption which actually means absorption of its own emission. The self-absorption in a 5 mm thick single crystal amounts to 9 % for YAG and to 20 % for YAP.

Lifetime and damage resistance

The YAG and YAP single crystals show resistance to electron beam damage. Their properties change neither due to long-term incidence of high energy electrons (1 MeV) nor due to a high current density of the electron beam (1.10^{-5} A cm^{-2}). Under the extreme conditions, the maximum changes in efficiency range from to 3 % after several thousand hours of performance. If irradiated by an extremely high current of electrons, (~1 A), the single crystal warms up and above 400°C its luminescent efficiency decreases owing to thermionic extinction. The change is, however, reversible. After the single crystal has been cooled down, it works with its original efficiency. If the surface of the single crystal is in any way contaminated, it can be cleaned chemically, or in the case of more severe contamination by polishing and activated by dipping it into phosphoric acid (for 2 min. at 100°C). At room temperature the YAG and YAP single crystals show resistance to all acids, bases and solvents (Schau et al. 1983). Since the are very hard, they are cut with diamond charged saws and their surface is treated with diamond paste.

Different types of BSE detectors with a single crystal scintillator

The single crystals scintillators of YAG and YAP considered to be a new generation of scintillators for EM (Selle 1983, Pawley 1984, Comins and Thirlwall 1981, Niedrig 1988) can be shaped and this allows the design of detectors for a wide range of applications. The possibility of shaping single crystal scintillators with respect to the optimum angle of collection of BSE and with respect to the optimum propagation of light towards the PMT is utilized both for BSE and for SE detectors. Pawley (1984) used in LVSEM SE detectors with two scintillators of hemispherical shape, Autrata and Mejzlik (1988a, 1989) showed that the YAG single crystal scintillator of conical shape gives the maximum light output signal and modified the Everhart-Thornley SE detector. As BSE detection is not yet usual in every SEM, let us pay attention, above all, to the BSE detectors. Some scintillators for this type of detectors are presented in Fig. 11.

Wide angle annular detector

The wide angle annular detector is the type of detector for which the solid angle of collection can be altered by altering the working distance. The basic part of this detector consisting of the scintillator dish and the light guide is shown in Fig. 12. The scintillator can be a disc with a hole to enable the passage of PE. The scintillator diameter and the working distance...
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Fig. 11. Single crystal scintillators for BSE detectors.

Fig. 12. Wide angle annular detector.

are important for the adjustment of the optimum solid angle of collection of BSE. This type of detector is intended for imaging the material contrast. It should collect BSE scattered by an untitled specimen in an angle demarcated by the glides of the take-off angle $\xi$ not greater than $\pm 35^\circ$ measured from the axis of PE. From the viewpoint of the position of the detector this type of detection is called the high take-off angle detection. If the solid angle collection of BSE is decreased, the BSE emitted from the specimen at lower scattering angles which lose a smaller amount of their energy are cut off, so that mostly energy high-loss BSE which are the carriers of the material contrast are detected. By decreasing the collection efficiency given by the smaller solid angle of collection the topographic information is suppressed. At the same time the number of detected BSE decreases, which results in a decreased signal-to-noise ratio. The optimal solution of the problem is achieved with a single crystal scintillator. The diameter of the hole in the scintillator to enable the passage of PE and through which BSE escape without being detected by the scintillator is important. The minimum diameter is determined by the requirements of minimum magnification. For this reason the hole is to be situated as close to the objective aperture as possible. In order to fulfill this requirement as well as possible it is advantageous to shape the hole as a cone broadening towards the specimen. The advantage of the conical hole is that it prevents the astigmatism of the primary electron beam, and, compared to this, the loss of the BSE detected due to the higher coefficient of back-scattering $\eta$ on the tilted plane of the scintillator is negligible. Astigmatism mostly occurs when the hole is too high (the path of PE too long) and its surface not perfectly conductive or when the center of the hole is not in the axis of PE. Unfavourable optical properties of the conical hole are negligible (Austrata et al. 1986).

The conical hole or a larger hemispherical cavity ground in the scintillator allow the specimen to be located close to the detector and therefore detection of BSE over an angle of collection of $2\pi$ sr, so that the majority of the BSE emitted from the specimen are detected (Robinson 1974b). The signal-to-noise ratio is maximized but the resultant image contains integrated information on both material and topographic contrast. The sensitivity to the material contrast is decreased.

Another advantage of the wide angle annular detector is that it is possible to make the light signal from the peripheral area of the YAG disc scintillator propagate in the direction of the light guide and the PMT. As described in an earlier paper (Austrata and Mejzlik 1988a), light generated in the scintillator propagates in all directions. Only a minor part passes through the scintillator - light guide boundary in the desired direction. The major part is reflected by the walls or is absorbed. The light output signal towards the PMT can be substantially increased if the walls of the scintillator and the scintillator - light guide boundary are appropriately adapted. For example, if the scintillator in the wide angle annular detector is made conductive by replacing the usually used aluminium layer deposited on both bases by an indium tin oxide layer of a thickness which does not absorb the energy of the BSE, the light output signal is increased by 80 %. If the peripheral area of the disc covered with the antireflecting layer is polished and the peripheral area diverted from the light guide is mattted, the light output signal is increased by another 15 %. And if, finally, a diffusion reflecting layer (e.g., MgO) is deposited on the diverted peripheral area and on the scintillator - light guide boundary the light output signal is increased to three times the light output signal achieved with the unadapted detector.

Of no less importance is the shape and the surface finish of the light guide. Bauer and Egg (1984) used a light guide in the form of a strip
to which the YAG disc was cemented. They were interested in material contrast deep inside the specimen and though they achieved remarkable results, the detector with the strip light guide with rectangular profile shows losses three times those obtained with a light guide with circular profile. The reason is the number of reflections which is by some orders of magnitude higher, and the absorption of light along the edges of the strip light guide.

The image of material contrast obtained with the optically adapted wide angle annular detector with an angle of collection 2/3π sr is shown in Fig. 13a. In the left-hand part of the image copper with the atomic number 29.00 is shown, in the right-hand part of the image the copper-zinc phase with a mean atomic number 29.07 can be seen. Fig. 13b is an SE image.

As Walther et al. (1984) showed, the wide angle annular detector can be used with advantage for quantitative evaluation of particles marked with colloidal gold. Fig. 14 shows images of protein particles on a blood cell in the SE and BSE mode, respectively. If the specimen is prepared under specific conditions, it is possible to resolve 1000 protein A gold particles per μm². This example is possible to demonstrate the correctness of one of the conditions defined by Wells (1977) for the achievement of the BSE image with a high resolution: "If a sample consists of small high-Z regions in a low-Z matrix, then the BSE can show these inclusions with a good resolution".

Position detector

Knowing the angular and energy distribution of BSE one can place the BSE detector into various positions with respect to the specimen and to select accordingly the information. The signal profile changes with the altering tilt of the specimen and the position of the detector. The influence of the specimen tilt can be best simulated using a sphere the signal profiles of which were demonstrated by Ikuta (1983), Lin and Becker (1975), George and Robinson (1975), and Robinson and George (1976). These papers did not pay attention to the detector position which determines the height of the signal from a certain point of the sphere and in the case of SE detection they did not mention the individual types of the SE detector. Later Reimer et al. (1984, 1986) concerned themselves with these aspects. A model of a signal profile is illustrated in Fig. 15. It shows three positions of the BSE detector. The PE are incident on the sphere in points A, B, C and the BSE emitted from these points give different information corresponding to their angular and energy distribution. The detector in the high take-off angle position gives information about the material contrast, the detector in the middle take-off position provides mixed information on the material and surface topography and the detector in the low take-off angle position supplies information on the topographic contrast. The interpretation of the BSE signal in the papers by Robinson (1974b, 1975) is based on a detector of the 2π type which detects at a large solid angle of collection, 2π sr. Here, the majority of the BSE produce the material contrast and part of electrons with a lower loss of energy carry topographic information (dependent on the working distance). This necessitates perfectly polished surfaces of the specimen when material contrast is imaged. However, the detector can be positioned at a greater working distance where it detects less electrons with a lower loss of energy. The detector designed by Moll et al. (1978, 1979) and modified by Reimer and Volbert (1979, 1980b) which makes use of the conversion of BSE into SE, detects BSE in a higher take-off angle position. The detector provided with a second converter plate (Reimer 1979, Reimer and Volbert 1980a) allows separation of the topographic and material contrast. The specimen is tilted in this case. The second converter plate can be placed in any position with respect to the specimen. The advantage of this arrangement is that no additional PMT and video path are needed. The BSE detection depends on the number of SE produced by the conversion and on the efficiency of the SE detector.

The position detectors with single crystal YAG scintillators are shown in Fig. 16. Each of the detectors is capable of detecting BSE in the high and low take-off angle positions (Fig. 16d), or in the high and middle take-off angle positions (Fig. 16a). The choice of signal is made with a mechanical diaphragm mounted on a flange of the detector in front of the PMT as described by Autrata (1984) for the combination of the SE and BSE detectors. The area of the scintillators is small, because it is desirable to collect a narrow beam of BSE carrying the desired kind of information corresponding to their angular and energy distribution. The low collection efficiency is no obstacle to the achievement of sufficient signal, because the sensitivity of detectors with single crystal scintillators is sufficiently high.

Performance of the BSE detector in the high take-off angle position was discussed and illustrated in Fig. 13a. The BSE image obtained with the detector in the low take-off angle position ( 40°, 70°) is presented in Fig. 17b. The higher topographic contrast compared to the SE image (Fig. 13b) is due to the high tilt angle of the specimen and due to the type of low-loss energy BSE detected with the detector in the low take-off angle position. The image in Fig. 17a was obtained using the detector in the middle take-off angle position ( 40°, 60°, 90°). This image shows both material and topographic contrast. The material contrast is reduced and the topographic contrast is increased in comparison with the image in Fig. 13a. It is possible to interpret the BSE image more correctly, if the specimen tilt angle φ and the sides of the take-off angle 4 are given.

Paired detector

The paired detector consisting of two complete detection units allows subtraction of the BSE signal of one detection unit from the BSE signal of the other detection unit. Addition of signals of both detection units is also possible. The difference signal provides the topographic contrast, the sum signal the material contrast.

The method proposed by Kimoto et al. (1966) required two solid state semiconductor detectors.
Lebiedzik and White (1975) used four semiconductor detectors and Jackman (1980) and Lange et al. (1984) four scintillation detectors. A two detector system for SE or BSE/SE conversion consisting of two ETDs was described by Reimer and Volbert (1980a).

Two types of paired detectors with single crystal scintillators are presented in Figs.18a,b. Fig. 15a shows two scintillation discs, Fig. 15b two semi-discs which can be pressed to each other. The touching area is provided with a dielectric reflecting layer which reflects light into that detection unit in which it was generated.

Fig. 15. Profiles of SE and BSE signals in the dependence on the specimen tilt.

Fig. 16. Position detectors. (a) combination of high and middle take-off angles, (b) combination of high and low take-off angles.

Fig. 17. BSE images obtained with detector in (a) middle take-off angle position, (b) low take-off angle position.
The sum signal of the semi-disc paired detector is equal to that of the wide angle annular detector (identical geometry).

**Detectors for STEM**

The detector system of the scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) has some specificities: different electron optical system, specimen chamber geometry, specimen character and specimen position. The STEM is equipped with detectors which also detect transmitted electrons in two image modes of the dark or bright field. Detectors with single crystal scintillators are suitable for the detection of these electrons in both image modes.

Most BSE detectors used in the STEM are, in principle, solid state semiconductor discs (Reimer et al. 1979) or channel-multiplier discs (English et al. 1973). To a smaller extent a scintillator detector is used. An interesting solution was suggested by Wiggins (1978) and Wiggins et al. (1979) who used a single crystal scintillator (CaF₂) and replaced the light guide in the annular detector by a mirror reflecting the generated light onto PMT. Since the specimen is placed in the gap of the objective lens, there is not much space left for the detector. Koike et al. (1971) positioned their BSE detector (specimen tilted) behind the lens. Autrata et al. (1986) positioned the detector in the lens above the specimen.

As obvious from Figs. 19a, b, also the BSE detectors in STEM can be based on the principle of the wide angle annular detector (Fig. 19a), or the position detector (Fig. 19b). The diameter of the annular scintillator can be as large as 8 mm for the solid angle of collection of the BSE of $4/3\pi$ sr. As the working distance of the specimen cannot be altered, the angle of collection of BSE can be decreased using a metal shielding foil attached to the scintillator or using a scintillator of a smaller diameter. The hole in the scintillator to enable PE to pass through should be of conical shape (to prevent astigmatism) and it must be perfectly conducting. Its minimum diameter is given by the compromise between the requirements for minimum magnification and the collection efficiency of the BSE. The optical adaptation of the detector by means of the reflecting, anti-reflecting and diffusion layers results in a more than two-fold increase in the signal-to-noise ratio. The resolution of the BSE image depends on the character of the thin film specimen and on the operational capability of the microscope. This can be best documented by comparison of images obtained under equal conditions using different imaging modes (Fig. 20). For a given specimen, the resolution does not differ from the resolution in the SE and BF imaging modes. The resolution of 3 nm in the BSE mode for a biological specimen is illustrated in another paper (Autrata et al. 1986).

The wide angle annular detector can easily be replaced by the position detector (Fig. 19b).
By rotating about the light guide axis the elliptical scintillator plate can change its position with regard to the specimen. Using a specimen in a tilted position and the detector in the low take-off angle position one can detect BSE which provide an image with features similar to those resulting from the angular and energy distribution of BSE. It is however necessary to pay attention to the fact that the mechanisms of backscattering for thin films and bulk materials are different. As described by Hohn et al. (1976), Schmoranzer et al. (1975) and Niedríg (1978b, 1981), the angular distribution of BSE gets more flat with decreasing film thickness, so that the maximum reflection corresponding to a certain scattering angle decreases. Conditions for energy distribution also change. There is not much experience with the position detector in STEM so far.

The image in Fig. 21a shows only the material contrast obtained using the detector in the high take-off angle position, the image in Fig. 21b shows the topographic contrast obtained using the detector in the low take-off angle position.

An interesting approach to the detection of BSE in the defined zenith and azimuth angles was described by Hejna (1987, 1988). A ring scintillator with a light guide surrounds the specimen in the azimuth angle of $360^\circ$. By changing the working distance of an untilted specimen it is possible to change the zenith angle of detection and to detect topographic changes in the chosen angle of collection $\Omega_{se}$ delimited by the sides of the take-off angle $\theta_{se}$ within $0 - 60^\circ$. It is also possible to use a shielding metal foil to delimit the azimuth angle of detection. Taking advantage of knowledge of reconstruction of surface topography by means of a two detector system (Lebiedzik 1979, Lebiedzik et al. 1979, Volbert and Reimer 1980, Reimer and Tollkamp 1982, Suganuma 1985) or a four detector system (Jäckman 1980, Lange et al. 1984, Carlsen 1985, Reimer and Riepenhausen 1985), Hejna and Reimer (1987) used a ring detector divided into two or four segments to make a more precise reconstruction of the surface topography along a linescan.

The advantages of the ring detector become evident when the BSE detection for an untilted specimen is carried out. The azimuth angle of $360^\circ$ ensures a high BSE collection efficiency in the azimuth plane while in the zenith plane the topographic information is chosen. The ring detector shows higher collection efficiency and better directivity than similar detector systems described earlier (Weiss 1970, 1974, Schur et al. 1974, Harris et al. 1976, Zeldes and Tassa 1979) which used the ET detector positioned at different zenith angles of detection.

The detector with a single crystal YAP ring scintillator (Hejna 1988) has a very good signal-to-noise ratio. Autrata and Hejna (1989) modified the detector so that it permits simultaneous SE and BSE detection in the low voltage SEM. The principle of the modified detector (Fig. 22) intended for low voltage operation is that a high voltage of 10 kV is supplied to the internal peripheral area of the ring scintillator and a suction grid is introduced to which a low positive or a low negative voltage is supplied. The suction of the signal electrons in the azimuth angle of $360^\circ$ and the symmetric electrostatic field have such an effect that the primary electrons are not deflected irregularly from the axis and the low energy SE or BSE sucked by the high field to the...
The results of the SE and BSE detection at 0.8 keV energy of PE are shown in Figs. 23a,b, respectively. The detector is capable of operating at any low voltage, provided the properties of the electron optical system influencing the PE beam in the column of the microscope allow this. It is obvious from Fig. 20 that with the modified ring detector with an accelerating voltage of 10 kV applied to its scintillator, in the low take-off angle position, $\xi_{\text{p}} = 0^\circ - 20^\circ$, better topography is obtained with BSE than with SE.

Though the experiments with the modified ring detector are in the stage of a preliminary study of its advantages and disadvantages, it seems that this detector can help us resolve the problem of detection in the LVSEM as discussed by Pawley (1984, 1988), Pawley and Scala (1986) and Postek et al. (1988). The advantages of this type of detector are symmetric field, good signal-to-noise ratio, possibility of detecting BSE with low energy PE and separating the SE and BSE signals.

The above mentioned detectors are equipped with fixed light guides which do not allow a sufficiently variable adjustment of the position of the scintillator. To design a detector with a fixed light guide, it is necessary to know the geometrical dimensions of the specimen chamber of the microscope into which it is to be built. In the detector shown in Fig. 24 the fixed light guide has been replaced by a flexible fibre optics light guide provided with connectors on both sides. One is connected to the PMT, the other is intended for attachment of different types of light guide pieces with a scintillator. The input connector is fixed in a holder outside the specimen chamber of the microscope. It allows changes in position of the scintillator with regard to the specimen.

The whole light guide part is made of quartz glass. The scintillator is covered with a very resistant conducting ITO layer, and is connected to the light guide using a holder. No cement is used. These adaptations make it possible to use the detector not only in UHV microscopes, but also for the "in situ" method, when for example thermally treated specimens are investigated. The detector is resistant to temperatures up to 1500°C. The decrease in luminescent efficiency begins to show itself from 400°C upwards (thermal quenching of luminescence). The process is reversible. The luminescent efficiency returns to its original value after the scintillator has been cooled down. The detector can be used with advantage for the recording of channeling contrast during simultaneous thermal treatment of crystalline specimens. A good quality of channeling contrast by means of BSE is achieved even without ion cleaning of the specimen surface, because as follows from Fig. 25 the BSE image does not suffer so much from contamination effects as the SE image does.

Channeling contrast is based on angular dependent variations of the BSE yield with angle, which are caused by diffraction of BSE at the lattice planes of the crystalline specimens. This effect has been extensively studied by Hashimoto et al. (1962), Boersch et al. (1964), Booker et al. (1967), Hirsch and Humphreys (1970), Reimer et al. (1971), Newbury (1974) and others and has been comprehensively reviewed by Niedrig (1978a). The detection of channeling contrast with a small adjustable BSE detector was introduced by Reimer et al. (1978).

The alteration of the position of the universal BSE detector using the flexible light guide enables alteration of relative contrast of specimens with different crystalline orientation. The maximum channeling contrast can be observed at the take-off angle $\xi_{\text{p}} = 90^\circ$.

Using the arrangement shown in Fig. 26 it is possible to detect simultaneously channeling contrast and electron backscattering channeling patterns (EBSP) by the universal detector.
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This technique was developed by Venables and Harland (1973), Venables et al. (1974, 1975), Venables and Bin-Jaya (1977), Harland et al. (1978). A stationary electron beam is focused upon a tilted specimen (\( \varphi = 50 - 80^\circ \)). Some of the incident electrons are slightly inelastically scattered within the specimen and subsequently elastically backscattered toward the single crystal YAG screen. These backscattered electrons (Bragg reflected) produce a pattern on the screen which is characteristic of both the orientation and the structure of the specimen. The YAG screen has a high resolution which can be observed using a photographic or a TV camera, or it can be amplified using an image amplifier. Owing to the high temperature and radiation resistance of the YAG screen as well as the detector, this technique is suitable for work in the UHV SEM and for the "in situ" method.

Fig. 25 illustrates channeling contrast of copper with crystalline grains of 20 - 100 \( \mu \)m size after the process of thermal recrystallization without ion cleaning. The figure shows also an EBSP obtained of the single crystal YAG screen (\( \varphi = 35 \text{ mm}, \ d = 1 \text{ mm} \)) which corresponds to two areas of the copper specimen with different crystallographic orientation. The image was recorded from the screen using a TV camera and photographed from the monitor screen. The image was formed intentionally under operating conditions of the microscope \( (E_0 = 10 \text{ keV}, I_0 = 5.1 \times 10^{-10} \text{ A}, \varphi = 60^\circ) \) that were not optimal for the given detection mode. The aim was to document that the detector assembly is capable of achieving an acceptable quality of image even at a low energy and a low current of the primary electron beam.

This designation stands for detector compact assemblies which in addition to BSE detection are capable of giving information also in another mode. The assembly can be connected to one PMT.

**Double detectors**

![Detector assembly for simultaneous imaging of channeling contrast and EBSP.](image)

![Fig. 26. Detector assembly for simultaneous imaging of channeling contrast and EBSP.](image)

![Fig. 27. EBSPs corresponding to the crystallographic orientation of selected crystal grains of copper specimen.](image)
and the choice of signal is made with the diaphragm positioned in front of the PMT. This group of detectors does not include multiple detector systems which detect either SE or BSE at various angles, with different energy, and which sum or substract signals as suggested by Kimoto et al. (1966), Lebedzizk and White (1975), Jackman (1980), Reimer and Volbert (1982), Lange et al. (1984), Reimer et al. (1986) and others. The double detector assembly should be simple, cheap and easily applicable to any SEM.

A typical detector assembly was designed by Wells and Bremer (1970). The collector turret rotating about one PMT permitted detection in four modes. Autrata (1984) designed a double detector, consisting of a BSE detector in the high take-off angle position and a miniaturized Everhart-Thornley detector, which enables simultaneous detection of BSE and SE. As obvious from Fig. 28, separate light guides in one flange are connected to one PMT signal in front of which a choice of signal is made with a diaphragm. The detector is of advantage to users of microscopes which have only one video channel.

Another detector assembly which also makes use of the choice of signal in front of the PMT permits simultaneous detection of BSE and SE and cathodoluminescence (CL) (Boyde, private communication) (Fig. 29). The wide angle elliptical BSE scintillator made from the YAG single crystal houses in one focus the specimen and in the other focus the window of the fibre optics light guide. The light guide of the BSE scintillator and the fibre optics lead to the PMT in front of which the choice of the BSE or the CL signal is made. The elliptically shaped scintillator ensures a large angle of collection of BSE. The scintillator is coated with a reflecting aluminium layer which reflects the light emitted by the specimen toward the light guide window from where it is guided to the PMT. For the mirror system designed, e.g., by Bond et al. (1974), and Hörl (1975) no scintillation material is used. The advantage of this assembly is the possibility of simultaneous detection of BSE and CL without any adaptation of the detector construction. For example, semiconductor detectors require a special version of detector with a high purity quartz optical window to record the CL image.

The single crystal YAG disc can be used in another double detector as the transmission attachment for the bright and dark field imaging mode in SEM. So far several devices have been built to adapt the conventional SEM to the transmission mode. Most of them were based on the detection of converted secondary electrons (Crawford and Liley 1970). Another way of detection was based on the use of a scintillator detector below the specimen and the contrast aperture (Wolf et al. 1972) or without the aperture (Swift and Brown 1970).

The principle of the above-mentioned attachment is illustrated in Fig. 30. The detector comprises a PIN diode which is cemented on a single crystal scintillation disc of YAG. The light is guided by the fibre optics light guide towards the PMT. The whole device is fixed to the goniometer stage so that it can be moved simultaneously with the stage. The PIN diode collects the unscattered or inelastically scattered electrons of the primary beam (bright field). The elastically scattered primary electron beam (dark field) is detected by the scintillator round the diode. The action of the detector was described and the obtained images were presented by Autrata and Mejzlik (1988a).

Fig. 28. Double detector of BSE and SE.

Fig. 29. Double detector of BSE and CL.

Fig. 30. Transmission attachment for bright and dark field imaging mode in SEM.
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Discussion with Reviewers

F. Hasselbach: Most people use plastic scintillators in their Everhart-Thornley detectors. The light output of scintillators is usually given in % relative to Anthracene (e.g., Nuclear Enterprises plastic scintillator NE 102A has an output of about 40% compared to Anthracene for 10 kev electrons (H.-H. von Schmeling Z. Physik 160, 520-526 (1960)). What is the relative light output of e.g., NE 102A or another type of plastic scintillator compared to your YAG and YAP single crystals of the same shape, geometrical arrangement and reflective coating if used on the same light pipe with a photomultiplier with optimum photocathode for the emission spectrum of each scintillator. Author: At present, the manufacturers of electron microscopes do not nearly use plastic scintillators in ETL detectors. The reasons are limited lifetime and lower efficiency compared to anorganic powders and YAG, restricted use in ultrahigh vacuum, etc.

It is not simple to make a comparison of relative efficiencies of different scintillators, because the light output signal from a scintillator is influenced by optical parameters of the scintillator and light guide (index of refraction of scintillator and light guide, shape of scintillator, kind of surface treatment, use of reflecting, antireflecting and diffusion layers on the scintillator surface, etc.). For example, compared to NE 102A (index of refraction 1.5), YAG shows higher light losses owing to the high index of refraction (1.84). A light guide made of a material with a higher index of refraction (sapphire - 1.74) gives a better light transfer at the YAG - light guide boundary than a light guide of Perspex type (1.49). A powdered YAG single crystal scintillator gives a higher light output signal than the initial YAG single crystal scintillator. This is caused by optical effects. We made a comparison of the light output
signal from YAG and YAP discs (d = 10 mm, d = 0.7 mm), NE 102A disc and NE 102A film on Perspex disc substrate of the same size under constant conditions, described for the case of PMT with S 20 photocathode, at an incident beam energy of 10 keV and a current density of 1.10^-9 A.cm^-2. We used a Perspex light guide (PMMA, index of refraction 1.49) in the form of a cylinder of 10 mm diameter and 5 cm long. The scintillator was placed on the upper base of the cylinder. No cement was used. The relative light output signal (S) recorded as the anode current of the PMT was normalized with respect to NE 102A (SNE 102A = 1). Then SYAG = 2.10, SYAP = 2.30, Sp47 = 2.15, SNE 102A film on a substrate = 1.30. These results are valid for the optical configuration used. When designing a new detector it is always necessary to take into account the respective correlations and to fit all parts of the detector to the optical optimum.

V.N.E. Robinson: In your section on “Detector Philosophy” you state that plastic scintillators degrade rapidly and quote Pawley (1974). Pawley's experiment refers to SE detection where the SE's are attracted back to approximately 1 sq mm scintillator, giving a scintillator lifetime of approximately 10 hours. When used in a BSE detector, similar radiation is spread over some 2500 sq mm, giving plastic scintillators a lifetime of well over 10,000 hours before significant degradation i.e., many years. This lifetime outlasts many SEM's. Why do you consider it is "most important" to outlast this?

Author: Pawley used in his experiment (1974) a 1 cm² scintillator not a 1 mm² one. If the collected current i_c = 10^{-10} A, and the collected acceleration voltage v_c = 12.5 kV, then the dose rate is 2.25 MRad/h. For this dose rate Pawley observed a decrease in efficiency to 50 %/h. Earlier Odham et al. (J. Inst. Nuc. Eng. 12, 4-6 (1971)) obtained the same result for a dose rate of 1.5 MRad/h. It is true that if a hemispherical scintillator is used, SE's are incident on an area smaller than 1 cm², so that the evaluation of the dose rate can be loaded with an error. However, it can be calculated from the courses of curves in Fig. 4 (Pawley 1974) that the areas of the flat and hemispherical scintillators on which SE's are incident will not differ substantially.

Figure A (below) shows the results of our measurements of a) block plastic scintillator, b) thin plastic layer, obtained under the following conditions: scintillator area 1 cm², electron current density 1.10^-9 A.cm^-2, accelerating voltage of PE's incident upon the scintillator 20 kV. The radiation dose decreases especially with increasing scintillator area and with decreasing electron current.

The area of 2500 mm² you mention represents a scintillator with dimensions 50 x 50 mm or a concave hemisphere ("2π detector") of 40 mm diameter. Such a big scintillator is not even used in the wide angle annular Robinson's detector. Besides, the BSE's do not load the scintillator area uniformly, but they hit certain localities on the surface in greater or smaller amounts depending on the accelerating and angular distribution of the electrons. The places hit by greater amounts of electrons degrade more quickly than the others.

V.N.E. Robinson: Your condition 1 for high resolution BSE imaging, high Z coating on low Z matrix is the same for high resolution SE imaging. Would you say that this supports Robinson's (1974) finding that most SE's are emitted by BSE's?

Author: We measured the yield of the individual components of the SE signal and found that the SE-I+II components amounted to 39 % for Au and 55 % for Al and the SE-III component to 43 % for Al and 58 % for Au of the total SE signal, which is in principle in accordance with the measurement results obtained by Peters (Scanning Electron Microsc. 1982, TV:1359-1372). The SE-III component represents thus nearly one half of the SE signal.
The subject of the inquiry is the yield of the SE-II component. Here, the situation is more complicated, because no accurate, perfect method for the separation of SE-II from SE-I has been developed yet. Murata (SEM/1, 267, 1973), Joy (J. Microsc. 136, 241, 1984), Reimer and Volbert (Scanning 4, 238, 1979) describe the yield of the SE-II component by the coefficient }{\beta = 2 - 3, Robinson (J. Phys. D7, 2169, 1974) gives }{\beta = 12 - 25. From the condition 1 (in this paper) given for the high resolution of the BSE image it is difficult to judge which value of the yield of SE-II is more correct.

From our experiment of the determination of the mentioned condition of high resolution of the BSE image it is not possible to determine to what extent the SE-II component participates in the total SE signal. We were interested particularly in the SE-III signal representing BSE's. If the surface of a specimen with a low Z is covered with a thin layer with a high Z, then BSE's will emerge only from this thin layer, because the bulk material of the specimen under this thin layer has a very low coefficient of backscattering (according to its Z). When PE's pass through a thin layer with a high coefficient of backscattering, those BSE's emerge from the specimen which are generated in the vicinity or within the spot of PE's and not those which are diffusion scattered in the depth of the bulk specimen with a low coefficient of backscattering. The resulting image is dependent on the thickness of the thin layer with a high Z, energy of PE's, spot diameter of PE's and difference of coefficients of backscattering of both materials.

This condition is valid also for high resolution of an SE image, because the SE-II signal probably decreases in the specimen prepared as described above. It is difficult to say to what extent the SE-II signal decreases and how many SE's are then emitted by BSE's.

F. Hasselbach: Which types of photocathodes are the optimum to be used in connection with your two single crystal scintillators?
Author: The most advantageous for use in connection with YAG or YAP is a classical PMT with the S 20 photocathode. The S 11 photocathode which is used more frequently shows a 30% decrease in sensitivity for the YAG 560 nm operating wavelength. For the YAP 378 nm wavelength S 11 shows the same sensitivity as S 20. However, the best photocathodes are those with negative electron affinity.

F. Hasselbach: What is the spatial resolution for a YAG-screen, e.g., for 20 keV electrons?
Author: According to the curve shown in Figure B (computed by the Monte Carlo method) the spatial resolution of an YAG screen for 20 keV electrons is about 2.3 micrometers. Preliminary experimental observations on a 0.5 mm thick YAG screen (polished on both sides) indicate that the actual resolution will be probably better than that calculated theoretically. More precise experiments have not yet been performed.

O. Johari: Please provide availability information on Autrata and Hejna (1989), Autrata and Mejzlik (1989), and several references from Proceedings where publisher information is not given.
Author: The pre-prints of first two references are available from me on request (see page 739). Regarding other references please note the following: Proceedings of the 9th European Congress on Electron Microscopy, 1988 were published by the Institute of Physics, Bristol, U.K. Although several references state "Institute of Physics, London"; the Institute moved since the appearance of those papers and is now located in Bristol.
Proceedings of the 8th European Congress on Electron Microscopy, 1984 were published by Congress Bureau, P.O. Box 32, H-1361 Budapest, Hungary. For BEDO series, please contact Prof. Ulrich Ehrenwerth, Buch/Zeitschriftenversand, Maringsstr. 7, D-4400 Muenster, West Germany.
Proceedings of the 6th European Electron Microscopy Congress were published by TAL International Publishing Co., Israel.
Proceedings of Electron Microscope Analysis meetings are now available from San Francisco Press, San Francisco, CA.
For Proceedings of the annual EMSA meetings, information can be obtained from Dr. Morton Maser, P.O. Box CM, Woods Hole, MA 02543.
For the Thirwall and Comins 1981 reference, contact the senior author directly: J.T. Thirlwall, C.S.I.R., Box 395, Pretoria 0001, South Africa.